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ON A CLASS OF MALCEV-ADMISSIBLE ALGEBRAS

by Youngso Ko and Hyo Chul Myung

1. Introduction

For an algebra A over a field F, denote by A-the algebra with multiplication
[x, y]=xy-yx defined on the same vector space as A, where juxtaposition
xy is the product in A. Then A is termed Malcev-admissible if A-is a
Malcev algebra; that is, the Malcev identity

[[x, y], [x, z]] = [[[x, y], z], x]+[[[y, z], x], xJ+[[[z, xJ, xJ, yJ
is satisfied for all x, y, zE A. An algebra A is called Lie-admissible if A-is
a Lie algebra, namely, A- satisfies the Jacobi identity

[[x, y], zJ + [[z, xJ, yJ + [[y, zJ, x] = 0
for x, y, zE A. It is well known that every Lie-admissible and alternative
algebra is Malcev-admissible [8]. Thus a Malcev-admissible algebra is a
natural generalization of Lie-admissible, alternative, and Malcev algebras.

We assume hereafter that A is an algebra over F of characteristic =1= 2.

Denote also by A+ the algebra with multiplication xoy= ~ (xy+yx) defined

on the vector space A. The product xy in A is then given by

xy= ~ [x, yJ+xoy. (1)

Thus every Malcev algebra can occur as the attached algebra A-for a Malcev
admissible algebra A by merely varying the commutative product xoy. This
indicates that MaIcev-admissibility alone is too broad a condition to yield a
fruitful structure theory. It has been shown that the flexible law

(xy)x=x(yx) (2)
for x, yEA is a useful restriction on A that imposes constraints on the
product xoy and its relations with the product [, J. It can be easily seen
that the flexible law is equivalent to the fact that the adjoint mapping ad
x: y - adx(y) = [x, yJ is a derivation of A+, i. e.,

[x, yozJ=yo[x, zJ + [x, yJoz (3)
for all x, y, zEA.

The structure of finite-dimensional flexible Malcev-admissible algebras over
a field F of characteristic 0 has recently been investigated by Myung [6J in
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light of the known structure for flexible Lie-admissible algebras. In this paper,
we extend some of the results in [6J to the case of arbitrary characteristic
=J=. 2 and dimension, and also generalize those results by Benkart [1, 2J and
Myung [5J for flexible Lie-admissible algebras to the Malcev case.

2. Flexible Malcev-admissible algebras

Let M be a Malcev algebra with product [x, yJ over a field F. A Cartan
subalgebra H of M is defined as a nilpotent subalgebra of M such that the
Fitting null component of M relative to ad H coincides with H; i. e.,

H= {xEMI (ad h)nCh)x=O, hEH}.
Let A be a flexible Malcev-admissible algebra with multiplication x*y over

F. Let H be a Cartan subalgebra of A- for which there exists a Cartan
decomposition

(4)

where
A= {xEAI (ad h-a(h)I)nx=O, hEH}

is the root space of A- for H relative to the root a : H -!> F (see [4J, [9J).
It can be shown [4J that

[Aa, A p] ~Aa+P fora=J=. fi, (5)
[A,., Aa]~A2a+A-a' (6)

Note that, in a Lie algebra, (5) is valid for all roots a, fi.

LEMMA 1. Let A be a flexible Malcev-admissible algebra with product x*y
over F. Then every Cartan subalgebra H of A- is a subalgebra of A. Further
more, if A- has a Cartan decomposition given by (4) then

Aa*A.s~Aa+.s for all a =J=. fi,
Aa*Aa~A2a+A-a (7)

Proof. Since A is flexible, each ad h (hEH) is a derivation of A+ and
hence by a standard argument, we have AaoA.s~Aa+.s for all a, fi. In light
of (5), (6) and (1), this gives (7). The same reasoning shows that any
Cartan subalgebra of A- is a subalgebra of A.

LEMMA 2. Let A be a flexible Malcev-admissible algebra over a field F of
characteristic *2 and let H be an abelian Cartan subalgebra ([H, HJ=O) of A-.
Assume that A- has a Cartan decomposition relative to H given by (4) where
each ad h (hEH) diagonally acts on Aa for all a*O; i. e., Ch, xJ=a(h)x
for all xEAa and hEH. Then

(1) If hER and xEAa for a*O then Mx and x*h are multiples of x.
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(2) If xEAa , yEA,s and a =1= ±j3 for a, 13=1=0 then x*y is a multiple of
[x,y].

1(3) If H*H=O then x*y=2[x, y] for all x, yEA and hence A is a

Malcev algebra.
(4) If the center of A- is zero and H is power-associative under the product

"*" with the property that there exists a positive integer n such that hn=O for
all hE H, then H*H=O and A is a Malcev algebra.

Proof· \Ve first note, under the assumption, each root a is a linear
functional on H. Let a be a nonzero root of H. For h, h' E Hand xE Aa'
since ad x is a derivation of A +, by (3) we have

a (hoh') x= [hoh', x] = Ch, x] oh' +ho[h', x] =a (h) xoh' +a (h') hox. (8)

First, we consider the special case where h=h' and h$ker a, the kernel of a.
Then a(h)2x =a(h)[h, x]=a(h) (h*x-x*h), while a(h)2x =a(h) (Mh-h*x)
from (8). This implies that Mx is a multiple of Ch, x]. If hoh=O then
.yoh =0 by (8) and hence

1 1h*x=-i[ a (h).l-=Z-[h, x]. (9)

Assume that h~ker a and h'Eker a. Thus, by (8), a(hoh')x=a(h)xoh'
and so .ye1/ is a multiple of x. Since [h',:1.] = h'*x - x*h' =0, this implies
that h'*x and .r*h' are multiples of x. This proves part (1). In particular,

if hoh' =0, by (8) xoh' =0 and so h'*x = 0 = -~- a (h') x = -~-[h', x]. By the

linearity of a, we conclude that if H*H=O then (9) holds for all hEH,

xEA a •

Suppose now that xEAa and yEA p for a =1=0, 13*0 with a*=Lp. It
follows from (3) that

[ho.'t', yJ = ho[x, y]+[h, y]ox = f3(h)y ox+h o[x, y] (10)

{or hE H. By part (1), the left side and the second term of right side are
multiples of [x, y]. Since 13 :;1=0, we conclude that xoy is a multiple of [x, yJ
and so is x*y. This verifies part (2).

Assume H*H=O. For nonzero roots a, p, let xEAa , yEAp• By (9), hox
=0 for all hEH, xEAa• This together with (l0), (5) and (6) implies
p(h)xoy=O for all hEll. Since 13*0, we have xoy=O and hence

1x*y= -y*x=2 [x, y].

Therefore, it follows from this and (9) that A is a Malcev algebra.
For the proof of part (4), it suffices to show that H*H=O under the

hypotheses. The proof of this is based on the identity (3) and hence the same
as that in [5J for flexible Lie-admissible algebras.
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LEMMA 2 is a Malcev algebra analog of the result by Benkart [2J for
fiexible Lie-admissible algebras which also generalizes an earlier result of
Myung [5J that has been proved under the added hypotheses of finite dimen
sion and of dim A a = 1 for a *O. As noted in [2J, well known Lie algebras
of infinite dimension or of prime characteristic satisfying the conditions in
Lemma 2 are the Virasoro algebra or generalized Witt algebras.

A well known example for the non-Lie, Malcev case is the 7-dimensional
simple split Malcev algebra. In fact, it is shown [4, 8, 9J that if M is a
finite-dimensional simple, non-Lie, Malcev algebra over a field F of charac
teristic =1= 2, 3 such that M has a Cartan decomposition for a Cartan subalgebra
H, then M is isomorphic to a 7-dimensional algebra Co- with basis h, eh ez,

e3, e-l> e-2, e-3 and with multiplication table given by
Ch, e;J=ae;, Ch, e-;]= -ae-;, a*O in F, i=l, 2, 3, [e-;, e;] =h,

[e;,eJ=ae-h [e-;,e-j]=2ek' (ijk) = (123), (231), (312), (11)
and all other products are zero, where [, J is an anticommuntative product.
Such algebra Co-is unique and is called the split simple (non-Lie) Malcev
algebra. From the table (11), it is clear that Co- has the Cartan decomposition

Co-=HEBAaEBA-a
where H=Fh is a one-dimensional Cartan subalgebra of Co- and

3 3

A a = I; Fej, A-a = I; Fe-i
i=l i=1

are the root spaces for roots a, -a.

THEOREM 3. Let A be a flexible Malcev-admissible algebra over a field F
of characteristic *2 such that A- is isomorphic to Co- given by (11). Then A
is itself a Malcev algebra isomorphic to Co-.

Prof. We identify A- with Co- as an F-space and let A- have the basis
h,e;,e-; U=1,2,3) given by (11). Since H=Fh is a subalgebra of A
(Lemma 1), we can let

Mh=hoh=Ah, AE.F.

In light of (3) and (11), one gets
[hoh, e;] =ho[h, e;J +Ch, e;J oh=2ahoej= [Mh, e;J =A[h, ejJ = Aae;.

Hence, by a similar argument applied to the e-;, we have

hoei= ~ Aei for all i *o. (12)

For i,j=1,2,3, we use(3)and (11) to get [h,e;oeJ=e;o[h, eJ+[h,e;]oej
=2aeiOej and hence

e;Oej=e-iOe-j=O, i,j=l, 2, 3,
since +2a is not a root of H.

(13)
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From Ch, eioe-iJ =eiO Ch, e-iJ +Ch, eiJ oe-i=O, it follows that
eioe-i=fLih, fLi EF, i=l, 2,3. (14)

On the other hand, [eh eioe-iJ =eio eel> e-iJ + [eh eiJ oe-i=O by (11) and (13).
In view of (14), this gives fLi=O, i=l, 2, 3. Final1y, from [hoei, e-iJ
=ho[ei, e-J+[h,e-iJoei=-hoh-ae-ioei=-Ah by (14) and from [hoe;, e-J
, 1 1 1
=2 A[ei' e-iJ= -2 Ah by (12), we have A=2 A or A=O. In light of Lemma
2, this completes the proof.

Theorem 3 has been proved in [6J under the added assumption that F
IS algebraically closed and of characteristic O.

3. Third power Malcev-admissible algebras

Theorem 3 or Lemma 2 does not provide a new simple flexible Malcev
admissible algebra which is not Malcev. However, there exists a non-Lie,
flexible Lie-admissible algebra A such that A-is a simple Lie algebra.
Specifically, let A be a finite-dimensional flexible Lie-admissible algebra over
an algebracially closed field F of characteristic 0 such that A- is simple. It
is shown [3, 7J that if A-is not of type An (n:2 2) then A is a Lie algebra,
and if A-is of type An (n:2 2) then A is either Lie or isomorphic to an
algebra with product x*y given by

x*y=} [x,YJ+r9x:lfy, r9*0 in F,

defined on the vector space si (n +1, F) of (n +1) X (n +1) trace zero matrices
over}~ where ":If" is a commutative product in sl(n+ 1, F) defined by

X#Y=XY+YX-~l (Tr xy)!
n+

Here, xy is the matrix product and Tr x is the trace of x. (I5)
Following work of Benkart [2J for Lie-admissible algebras, in this section,

we investigate the structure of Malcev-admissible algebras by weakening the
flexible law to the condition

(x*x)*x=x*(x*x), xEA. (16)

An algebra satisfying (16) is called a third power (associative) algebra.
Clearly, any flexible and so commutative algebras are third power-associative.
Related to this is fourth power-associativity

(x*x) * (x*x) =x* (x* (x*x». (17)
An algebra A is termed power-associative if the subalgebra of A generated by
each element of A is associative. It is a known fact that if F is of
characteristic 0 then (16) and (17) are sufficient to ensure that an algebra
is power-associative. It has also been proved in [7J that the commutative
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product x#y defined by (15) is not fourth power-associative.
Let A be an algebra over a field F where A- has any prescribed anticom

mutative product [ , J. Let -0 be a linear functional on A. We define a product
x*y on A by

1x*Y=2 [x, yJ +r (x)y+r(y)x (18)

for x, yEA. It is easy to see that the algebra A with product x * y is
power-associative and, furthermore x m=2m- I-o (x) m-Ix, xEA. Thus the
subalgebra of A generated by x is at most one-dimensional.

We show that any third power Malcev-admissible algebra A with A
isomorphic to Co-is described by the product (18).

THEOREM 4. Let Abe a third power Malcev-admissible algebra over a field
F of characteristic =1= 2 such that A-is isomorphic to Co-Then the multiplication
x*y in A is given by (18) for some linear functional -0 on A.

Proof. We first note that third power-associativity (16) can be linearized
to the identity

[x, yozJ = [xoy, zJ + [xoz, yJ (19)

for all x, y, zEA, where xoy= ~ (x*y+y*x). We show that xoy=-o(x)y

+-o(y)x for all x, yEA and some linear functional -0 on A. Using the basis
h, ei, e-i (i=l, 2, 3) given by (11), let

3

eiOej=cOijeO+ L: (Ckijek+c-kije-k) , (20)
k=l

i, j=O, +1, +2, +3,
where CkijEF are the structure constants for A+ and we have set eo=h.

For i 1= 0, substituting (20) into the equation [eOoei, eoJ = [eo, eooeiJ +
re;, eooeoJ and using (11), we have

-aL:ckoiek+aL:c-koie-k=aL:ckOiek-aL:c-koie-k

-acoOOei+ L:ckOO[eiekJ +L;c-koo[ei' e-kJ, (21)

where all summations are taken over the repeated index k= 1, 2,3. Since only
one term involving eo=h occurs in one of the last two summations, one gets

ctoo=O for all t*O. (22)

Hence, this can be combined with (21) to yield

ciOi= ~ cOoo, ctOi=O for all t=l=i, i=l=O,

and this with (22) gives

hoei=coOih+ ~ cOOOei, i *0, hoh=coooh. (23)
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Assume now that i*O and j*O. From [eo,ejOeJ=[eoOej,eJ+[eoOej,e;]
and (23), it follows that

aL;ckijek-aL;c-kije-k=cOOj[eo, eJ +cOOj[eo, ej]

and hence COOj=cjij, Ctij=O for all t*O, *i, *j. Therefore, by (20), we
have

(24)

(25)

where we have set COij=Cij. Finally, substituting (24) into the equation
[ejOej, e;]=[ej, ejOeJ+[ej, ejOej] gives Cjj=O for all i*O, j*O. Thus (24)
reduces to

eiOej=eOjej+cOjej, i*O, j*O.

We define a linear functional 7: on A by the rule

7: (h) = ~coo, 7:(e;)=cOj, i=±l, ±2, ±3.

Then, by (23) and (25), we have

ejOej= 7: (ej)ej +7: (ej)cj

for all i, j and hence the bilinearity of the product "0" gives the desired
multiplication "*" for A, completing the proof.

Since Co-is the unique non-Lie, simple Malcev algebra over an algebracially
closed field, combining Theorem 4 with the result in [I] for Lie admissible
algebras, we have

THEOREM 5. Let A be a finite-dimensional third power, Malcev-admissible
algebra with product "*" over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic 0
such that A-is simple over F. Then there is a linear functional 7: : A -> F and
a scalar (3 E F such that

x*y=~- [x,y]+r(x)Y+r(y)x+(3x#y (26)

where x#y is given by (15) if A- is a Lie algebra of type An(n~2), and
(3x#y=O for all x, yEA, otherwise. Ji'urthermore, A under product "*" is
power-associative if and only if (3x#y=O for all x, yEA.

Conversely, any multiplication "*" on a finite-dimensional simple Malcev
algebra defined by (26) using a linear functional 7: and a scalar (3 determines
a third power Malcev-admissible algebra, which is power-associative if and
only if (3x#y=O for all x, yEA.
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